Fr. John Holbrook Chapter Residence Hall Honorary Minutes  
September 20, 2010

I. Meeting called at 4:00
II. Theme for the year: All-Stars
III. Committees:
   OTM Writing- Krista & Sara (chairs), Colin, Anne
   OTM Recognition-
   Fundraising-
   Constitution-
   PR-

IV. Hall of the year rubric:
   a. Proposed to do bid requirements and also format rubrics
   b. A bonus section of the hall of the year was proposed which includes 5 pgs. of photos
   c. Bids of past few years shown
   d. Amended Hall of the Year rubric and requirements
   e. Rubric of bid will include:
      1. All execs submit a letter
      2. Budget
      3. Date—social and service (timeline with description of events)
      4. RD rating
         Bonus: 5 pgs. of photos and a few photos with timeline
         RHC letter
   f. Focus on bids being more professional
   g. Proposed to give each hall an IRHG form which they can feel out at the time of the event
   h. Important to record the number of OTMs done by each hall

XI. End of meeting 4:50